Pull Tab Bracelet

Dayton

Experience Level: Beginner
Materials and Tools:
• Soda pull tabs — washed and cleaned, about 20
• Elastic cord — two lengths, measuring about 12“
• Small binder clips
• Optional: beads
Work with an even number of rings, and make sure the center ring
in the pull top is missing. For every side there is a smooth side and
a rough side. You want to make sure the rough side is sandwiched
inside because you want the smooth side next to your skin.
1. Take two lengths of elastic cord and clip together the far left ends with one binder clip, allowing
some space between them.
2. Take the ﬁrst two tabs and overlap them (rough sides together). String top elastic into top hole
(front to back), then pull elastic through (back to front) via the overlapped hole. Repeat with bottom
hole and bottom length of elastic. Drag tabs to the left such that they rest about 1/2" from their
bound ends.
3. Add third tab by setting it next to the ﬁrst tab (rough side in), then pull top elastic into the bottom
overlapped hole of the second and third tab (front to back). Take bottom elastic and place in top
overlapped holes. The cords will now be criss-crossed. Ensure tabs are snuggled next to each other.
4. Flip over. Add a fourth tab by setting it next to the second tab (rough side inward), and now pull
top elastic into top overlapping holes of the third and fourth tabs (front to back). Do the same with
the bottom elastic strand into the bottom overlapping holes. The cords on this side will be parallel.
5. Flip over again. Add a ﬁfth tab by setting it next to the third tab (rough side inward), and pull the
top elastic into bottom overlapped hole of fourth and ﬁfth hole (front to back). Pull bottom elastic
through the top overlapped hole.
6. Continue in this manner, adding tabs in such a way that one side of the bracelet will have
criss-crossed cords, and then other will have elastic parallel, until you have added 20 tabs total.
(Quickly wrap bracelet around your wrist to access if 20 is enough. If not, add more tabs accordingly,
just make sure you have an even number of tabs in the end.)
7. Bend the bracelet by connecting the ends so you can see how they ﬁt together. The far left and right
tabs will overlap. Hold in place.
8. Remove binder clip from one side. Pull top and bottom elastic cords into overlapped holes to close oﬀ
bracelet. Tie matching cord ends together and cut oﬀ excess. Turn bracelet inside out to hide knots.
Source: diynetwork.com/decorating/recycled-pull-top-bracelet
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Pull Tab Snake

Dayton

Experience Level: Beginner
Materials and Tools:
• Felt
• Wiggle eyes (optional)
• Pull tabs
• Scissors
• Glue
Instructions:
1. Collect the pull tabs you will need to make your snake.
The number will depend on the length of the snake. A 6 inch
snake needs 12-13 pull tabs. A 34 cm snake would need 27
pull tabs.
2. Each pull tab should have two openings. On some tabs,
there is a small center portion that needs to be down and
under the tab to create a larger opening.
3. Cut two strips of felt. They should be the width of the pull tabs
(about 1/2 inch or 1.5 cm). For a 6 inch snake, cut the felt strips 9 inches
long. For a 34 cm snake, the strips should be about 55 cm long.
4. Shape one end to a point for the tail, and then cut a head in the other end.
5. With the two pieces on top of each other, thread the tail end up through the front end of the ﬁrst
pull tab. Then thread the felt down through the front end of the second pull tab and the back end of
the ﬁrst pull tab. See photo.
6. Keep adding pull tabs until the snake is full length.
7. Glue on the wiggly eyes.
8. Cut out a forked tongue and part of it inside the mouth so that a forked piece sticks out.
Source: www.creativekidsathome.com/activities/activity_84.shtml
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